
 
 
 
 

INTRODUCTION 
For the moment, SOLAR + LED is the best lighting solution for remote area people, 
especially for Africa and third world countries.  
 
Since it is a a small home kit may choose NI-MH battery, instead of lead acid 
battery or NI-CD battery, because of its long life, thermostability , environmental 
protection and big capacity, although the cost is higher than lead acid battery or NI-
CD battery. 
 
Our basic FREEDOM 1 lighting system offer: 
(1) . AFFORDABLE PRICE 
(2) . QUALITY PRODUCT AND LONG LIFE SPAN (in the remote areas, lack of materials and the knowledge for post sales assistance in 

many cases) 
(3) . EASY TO USE / INSTALL (most of the users haven`t high education level 
 
You may find a lot of solar lanterns in the market, but most of them are just a combination of a solar  
panel  and a lantern which was designed for camping or emergency purpose, many of them have a  
short life span due to poor materials used for reducing costs and the fact that they have  
not been designed for daily use.  
 
We also offer portable solar power systems and heavy duty constructions solar lamps offering long life span and supporting  continuous 
use but in this pages we want to offer a low cost lighting system . This item is specially designed for poor countries but offering long life 
span : 
 
 SOLAR Panel : 4V/1W Solar panel with 3M cable, Life Time:15 years 
 Controller: Over-charging and over-discharging 

protection. Short-circuit protection 
 Battery: 2PCS of 1.2V/1800MAh NI-MH 

Rechargeable Battery recharging cycle :800 times 
 Power supply box Body materiaL. ABS 
 Led lamp 6V/0.8W LED Lamp with 3M cable 
 Mobile phone battery charger one universal charger 

for any type mobile-phone battery 
 One separate adaptor for Nokia 
 Charging time: 6-7hrs with solar panel 
 After charged can provide light during  6 hours 

continuous. 
 Packaging: individual box + master carton 
 Master carton Size :66*50*43 cm (48pcs/Carton) 
 Gross Weight :18kg Net Weight :16kg 
 Qty / 20FCL :9,200pcs Qty / 40FCL :18,400pcs 

 
Export prices 
 
 Price per system 
Order Qty Euro USD 
1000        30,0 €  $36,0 
500        36,1 €  $43,3 
200        39,5 €  $47,4 
48        40,9 €  $49,0 

 
I comes complete and ready to install and use. 
 
OTHER CONFIGURATION FOR MORE POWERFUL UTILITIES ALSO AVAILABLE 
Prices are Exworks Spain/Europe, CIF available upon request. Min. order is 1 master carton 
Prices in Euros and US Dollars 
Optional: Universal mobile phone charging +4 US$/set 

SOLAR LIGHTING 
SYSTEM + UNIVERSAL 

MOBILE CHARGER 


